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Introduction

In a recent article Ravindra Singh [8] has considered the rela-
live efficiencies ofthe strategies involving the ratio estimators based
on Midzuno-Sen [4, 7] sampling scheme and SRSWOR scheme and
obtained some interesting results on assuming normality for the
joint distribution of the variate under study y and on auxiliary
variate X. In this note we have compared the relative efficiencies
of these strategies considering the usual super-population model
concerning the relationship between 7and and in addition, assuming
the x-variate values for the JV units offinite population tobe indepen
dently identically distributed gamma varitaes with an unknown
parameter. The results under the present set-up tend to indicate
that SRSWOR scheme ofsampling should be preferred in most cases
in practice in using the ratio estimator. At the end we also compare
these strategies with the strategy of Horvitz-Thompson [3] method
ofestimation based on any fixed sample size « ps sampling scheme,
sample-size being throughout taken to be an integer n.
2. Notations and Results

By Yi, Xi we shall de;iote the value assumed by y and x respec
tively on the rth (i= 1, 2 N) unit of afinite universe of iV indivi
duals where Xi's are the known positive numbers, our problem being
to estimate

N

1 Ji
I '

on employing asuitable sampling strategy. Following Cochran (1963)
and others we shall assume that we may write
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iuch that

where

E(eilxi)=0 v<

Eiefejlxi; x})=0 iov i^j (2.1)

0<ct2<qo, ^^0, 00<p<0C
Let £(.|.) denote the conditional expectation with respect to

the distribution ofeVs over a hypothetical super-population ofwhich
the current universe is a random sample. Further from Durbin [2]
Quenouille [9] and others we shall suppose that Xis are identically
independently distributed as gamma variates each with a common
unknown parameter h such that g may be supposed negligible
compared to Mi.

Writing

r, where A'"

N

1 Xi

the usual approximate expression for the variance of ratio-estimator
based on SRSWOR scheme is

N

N{N-n)
n{N-\)

N
N

(Sei)2 N N N

^ I-? / /
We shall write (. | :*:) for the conditional expectation operator

where Z,'s are held fixed, for the expectation operator with res
pect to the distribution of Z.'s and for the overall expectation, so
that '

I A')]

Then, we get

[2
-2 ^

X/Xj^
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E(yi)=Ex[E{yi \ x)]

_ N{-n)
n{N-\)

„ NxiO-^^+N{N-\)xi^xi^
NXi H

X

We may recall from Rao and Webster (1966) that for any non-
negative integers a, b, c, and the mutually identically independently
distributed gamma variates Zi, z%, z»j with a parameter h
one has

E

L

a b

" \

Zi

1^

1
a+h \b+h

( h)^
(m + a+b—t)

/ J
/=!

(where m=nh)

which one may readily check to be valid also for a, b non-integers.
Using this result we readily obtain

^ , ,NHN-n) ,

e+h g+h+2

h 1h (A7z+g+2-l) (iV/i+g+2-2)

g+hl+h
+(iV-l)^=r

( U ) (iV/i-t-g-1-2- i)(iV/!+^+2-2)

_2 liH±l
1rr.{Nh-\-g)

which, after some simplifications, may be varified to reduce to

p. 1 A72 (^-») S+h hm+2)
« iy {Nh-vg)m+g+\)

The variance expression for the ratio estimetor based on Sen-
Midzuno scheme of sampling involving normed-size measure

Pi=— is given by Rao [5]
X

F2 =
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where

(0
1

(0

• V
( N—1\ +-:'Ci2+...
^ n-i j l^i2<'3< <m^N

(ij)X ^ ^
fN—l\ 2^ Xi+Xi+XiS+...+Xin
^ n-1 J 1<J3< <in^N

(0 ('•,/)

s s
«2<'3< <'•«. '3< in

denoting summations respectively over(«—1) and {n—2) distinct units
except i, i and j respectively out of 1, 2, N.

Then we get

Noting that.

Ti=

E^(^Tix\)= x",

we have

:C<+X«2+ +Xin

=£,( j/!

£2=£(V2) = £J£(V2 1X)]

g+h

g+h 1
{nh+g—\)

1

(nh+g- 1)

Again, we may note that for any fixed sample size (h) tt ps
sampling scheme, the variance Vs of HTE we have

=^- a2
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SO that we have

E2^E{Vz) = EAEiy^ 1*)]

11"
._1 + I(N-\)N\g+li^ J

which readily simplifies to

„ N \e+h (N-n)h-{n-l)ig—l)
is = <^ IT T g+h-l

I "

2.1. Comparison between ratio-estimators based on SRSWOR
and on Sen-Midzuno (1953, 1952) sampling scheme under the super
population model (2.1).

£(Fi)-£(P'2)=
{N—n) \g+h . hiNh+2)

{Nh+g) {Nh+g+\)

g+h

(n/i+g-1)

= (t^NH N-n
g+M N(Nh + 2)

n{Nh-\-g)(Nh+g+l)

Now neglecting the terms involving

(m)'

nh+g—l I
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we get -

(«)=.(!-A
2^+1 2

m ' Nh

( nh )"^^ ( nA M)
= S(g)(say)

, , g-1 I (g-1) '̂̂
nh (nh)^ j

(g-lf
{nhf

It is known that the situations where g<l are more frequent in
practice than when And, we note that for we have

S(g)<0 and for g'> 1, we have S(g)<0, provided is neglec

ted and the sampling fraction exceeds i . For g>Y—^with
/<i we have S(g)>0. Thus we get an idea about when SRSWOR is
-to be preferred to Midzuno-Sen scheme in employing ratio-method
of estimation and vice versa when the assumed model holds.

2.2. Comparison between ratio estimator based on SRSWOR
and Horvitz-Thomson estimator based on a nps sampling scheme
under the super-population model (2.1).

Now,

where'

Ei-Es= fig) (say)

fjA-i- n] ^h(Nh+2)
(N-n)h-in-i) (g-])

h+g-1

=(«-«)[(•+ii)(i+i4r('+^r
(«-i)(g-i) >

2g+l , g(g-l-l)
Nh

g-1 (n-\){g-\)
- 1-(

(N-n)h j("+ "V) '

{N-n)h

....)]+
(«-n2(g 1)2

\N~n)h'^ +

(«-l)(g-l)
{N-n)h )'
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N-nf f, 2 , n-1 \ a , n-l 1 V
h /V N-nJ V+iV-« iV /_•

so

and

£-i<£'3 V0<g<l+ ^_2_(.jv(n-l)
N-n

Ei^EiV g>l+ .^_2+Iv(«-l)
; . iV-«

In most cases g being less than 1, it is thus seen that with the
present model the HTE may often turn out worse than the ratio
estimator based on SRSWOR scheme if we have reasons to believe

that the bias of the latter may be supposed to be negligible.

We do not compare here between Ez, and Es because their
relative magnitudes are known, vide Rao [5]even without the assump
tion of the nature of the distribution of XiS.

Summary

Some results are derived concerning the relative efficiencies of
sampling strategies involving the Horvitz-Thompson estimator based
on some Ttps sampling scheme and the ratio estimator based on
SRSWOR and Sen-Mitzuno sampling scheme for estimating the
finite population total of a real variate. Our study is based on a
customary super-populatiop model'along with an additional assump
tion of identical, and independent uniparametiic gamma distiibution
of the auxiliary variate-values.
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